Cabin On The Shore * 75 x 75
Stock #: MS 0905/MS 0905G * $9.00

Stars & Bars * 52 x 65*
Stock #: MS 0907/MS 0907G * $9.00
Main Fabrics - Red Floral - 14652-13 - 1 1/2 yds
Star Bunting - 12211-23 - 1 3/4 yds

Nautical Flags * 42 x 55
Stock #: MS 0908/MS 0908G * $9.00

Ship Ahoy * 62 x 62 *
Stock #: MS 0906/MS 0906G * $9.00
Feature fabric - 1 3/8 yd of each
Triangle print - 14651-12
Anchor scarf print - 14650-13
Anchor Scarf Panel measures approx.
24" x 44"

Blocks measure approximately
18.50" x 18.50"

Anchor Scarf Panel have been reduced approximately 65% to show a repeat.
Anchor Scarf Panel measures approx. 24" x 44"

Blocks measure approximately 18.50" x 18.50"

Anchor Scarf Panel have been reduced approximately 65% to show a repeat.
Black
19" Bunting have been reduced approximately 65% to show a repeat.
19" Bunting
15 Yard ROT

19" Bunting have been reduced approximately 65% to show a repeat.
44"-45" Twill Stripes
44”-45” Twill Stripes
Bar Harbor
Minick & Simpson

MA7900 75
Bar Harbor Throw

Snuggle up in our soft brushed 100% cotton throw. Throw measures 50" x 60" and is machine washable.

Minimum 2  Cost $25.00

Feb/March Delivery